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Top Ten Reasons why NRC should Investigate
and Reject USEC's License Transfer Request

USEC obtained its Lead Cascade license on the argument that the Lead Cascade
would demonstrate the cornmercial viability of the American Centrifuge Plant (ACp).
However, the Lead Cascade is now more than five years past its contractual due date,
and USEC has abandoned its plan to complete the Lead Cascade before proceeding
with ACP. This indicates knowledge that the Lead Cascade would fail to demonstrate
commercial viability of the technology.

USEC has surreptitiously pursued alternate projects to substitute for ACP in
anticipation of project failure. In 2006, ex-USEC board member Dan Moore and ex-
USEC Chief Operating Officer Ddruris Spurgeon together advocated a spent nuclear
fuel storage facility at Piketon, after USEC purchased NAC International, the largest
spent fuel storage company in the United States. After that scheme failed, USEC
entered into a consortium that annotrnced, in 2009, that it would build a nuclear
reactor at Piketon, but that consortium has all but evaporated and no actual proposal
or site for a reactor has been forthcoming. It is now obvious that both the spinf fuet
storage and nuclear reactor schemes represented USEC attempts to find substitutions
for the failing ACP project.

The request for license transfers, coming in the tenth year of the ACP project,
represents a transparent attempt by USEC to evade financial responsibility for a
project anticipated to fail.

ACP is now the longest non-performing uranium enrichment project in world history.
While ACP technology has been in development for over thirty-five years, and the
current ACP project has been planned for ten years, many other countries - including
China, India, Japan, Australia, Brazil, Argentina" Iran, and North Korea - have
moved rapidly to build centrifuge plants and get them online for production.

The 2005 projections for enriched uranium demand used by NRC to justifr the ACp
license are now woefully outdated and rendered void by numerous factors including:
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a) the subsequent completion and planned expansion of the NEF centrifuge plant in

N.* Mexico; b) the r,rbrcqr.r"nt licensing and federal loan guarantee for AREVA's

Eagle Rock ,rnttifuge plant in Idaho; c) subsequent progress in GE's SILEX project

in frorth Carolina; Oj fait*e of nuclear power expansion plans to materialize due to

,upiaf' declining 
"ortr 

of solar and wind power and natural gas; e) unraveling of the

Constellation t,i"t"* project in Marytood, and 0 greatly expanded foreign uranium

enrichment capacity ai lower costs than USEC can match'

USEC has a history of planned technology failures combined with new appeals for

federal subsidy *i usirtance. Inthe late 1990s, USEC claimedto be developing

AVLIS enrichment technology, but that turned out to be an elaborate scam to woo

investors, and usEC stock ciashed as a result. usEc then pursued SILEX

enrichment technology, but withdrew from that consortium when it appeared that

SILEX might u.t"uffly work. USEC's role in SILEX was taken over successfully by

GE. ACp appears to te only the latest ruse used to keep the federal bailouts coming.

usEC has a history of fraudulent behavior, including a report provided in 2000 on

request to senato, b"orge Voinovich concerning investigation of falsified dosimetry

at piketon. rne copy prJuided to Senator Voinovich was doctored by USEC to hide

evidence of illegi uriiuity, as evident from the original investigation report, a copy of

which has now been obtained by SONG'
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g. From its creation in 1993 to 2001, USEC pushed for rapid closure of the gaseous

diffusion plant at piketon, in order to ma<lmize its fees under the HEU Suspension

program, *Al"t ified by its unfulfilled promise to rapidly build an advanced

technology pr;t at piketon. This l g-year scErm was pursued at a tremendous cost in

worker h;alth, area jobso ffid economic vitality.

g. The Department of Energy has failed to provide a lawful basis for the AcP project'

The uSEC lease at piketon, managed by DoE, lacks a termination clause' which

gives usEc, a private company, hlegemonic control over federal land in a clearly

unconstitutionar manner. pbg tius arso flatly failed to _comply 
with the National

Historic preservation Actinregard to eitherthe Lead cassade or AcP projects' while

NRC ,*ootiegulate NRc;it ii Nnc obligation to review the legal basis for the Lead

cascade and eLp projects since DoE is the actual owner of the site.

10. There is no evidence that the American cennifuge Plant subsidiary has the financial

wherewithal to: a) manage a $4 biilion project; b) repay a $2 billion federal loan, or c)

finance OecommissioninE costs in the event of project failure'



Top Ten Misconceptions About USEC
and the American centrifuge Plant (ACp)

l. "USEC owns the Piketon site," or "There are two sites at Piketon - a federal site and a USEC
site."

Reality: The entire reservation is owned by the U.S. Government and is, legally, one site. USEC
only leases certain buildings in connection to its proposed o'American Centrifuge Plant" project,
but its lease is conditional on project funding and continuation. The actual lease is legally
dubious as it lacks any provision for termination by the government, but that defect does not give
USEC any rights to the land.

2. "The NRC license is the only go-ahead that ACP needs."

Reality: Because the Department of Energy owns the site, it's DOE not NRC which establishes
conditions for site use, including any pursuit of ACP. NRC did not preempt DOE's regulatory
responsibilities for the land and buildings. In other words, the NRC construction license is
entirely conditional on DOE's support for the project, and NRC has acknowledged this.

3. "ACP employs state-of-the-art technology."

Reality: If ACP were built, it would be the most outmoded new enrichment plant in the world.
The USEC centrifuges were designed in the 1970s, and revealed catastrophic design flaws when
tested in 1985. The technology was later licensed to USEC, but USEC pursued alternative
technologies based on lasers, until returning to centrifuge development in 2001. When DOE
reviewed the ACP project in 2008, it fotind grave technical problems that called the viability of
the project into question.

4. "USEC is the only domestic producer of enriched uranium."

Reality: In the spring of 2010, a new centrifuge plant with production capability comparable to
that planned for ACP began production in New Mexico. A second new centrifuge plant has
already received a full federal loan guarantee and is under construction in ldaho. Both of these
plants, with combined production far exceeding USEC, will produce uranium at cheaper cost and
with newer technolory than ACP. In addition, General Electric has applied for a license to build a

demonstration facility for laser-based enrichment in North Carolina.

5. ooThe Nuclear Renaissance will bring skyrocketing demand for enriched uranium."

Reality: The "Nuclear Renaissance" is stuck in a dark age, since rapidly falling costs of natural
gas, solar and wind energy have priced nuclear out of competition. The first big new nuclear
project of the alleged Renaissance - led by Constellation Energy in Maryland - collapsed in early
October of this year, even after a federal loan guarantee was offered.
httn://orrf ine.rvsi.corrriarticlc/Sll I000lr121052718704442404575542"1I-l I 55I 780I0.htrnI Anv'- .-F_'!- , +#_--- . ----J

future increase in domestic demand for uranium is purely speculative, and foreign demand will be
met by numerous enrichment projects proceeding in other countries.

6. "ACP has already been tested."



Reality: USEC was contractually obligated to complete its Lead Cascade demonstration facility in
October of 2005, five years ago. USEC failed, and has continually pushed back a full-scale
demonstration, instead lobbying for a federal loan before testing is completed. DOE has insisted

on a completion of testing. USEC's reluctance has fueled widespread speculation that its

technology cannot prove to be commercially viable.

7. "USEC only has to show that its centrifuges work to qualifu for a federal loan guarantee."

Reality: In 2008, USEC failed on all three reviews necessary for loan guarantee approval. Those

include a technical review, which requires more than that the centrifuges work - they must also

be commercially viable. The second and toughest review is for financial viability. The third

review is regulatory and is highly problematic for USEC, because DOE has failed to comply with

the National Historic Preservation Act at the USEC-leased portion of the Piketon site.

8. ..ACP has bright prospects for foreign sales since the international nuclear market is

booming."

Reality: USEC launched its'onew" centrifuge project in 2001, a decade ago, when there was still

little international competition. In the intervening ten years, Japan, Brazil and Argentina have

each entered the enrichment market with centrifuge plants that will beat ACP into production.

China and India have greatly expanded their centrifuge-based production to meet domestic needs.

Australia is building a centrifuge plant to enrich uranium mined there, and both Iran and North

Korea have beaten USEC in getting centrifuge plants up and running. The international market

rationale for ACP has disappeared.

g. ..Barack obama PROMISED USEC a Loan Guarantee"

Reality: Obama promised no such thing. In September of 2008, Governor Ted Strickland, who

chaired the Ohio Obama campaign, asked candidate Obama to sign a letter on Piketon issues,

addressed to Ted Strickland. That letter had been drafted by Piketon resident Dan Minter, a

USEC employee. It contained one sentence endorsing the concept of loan guarantees in vague

terms, mentioning USEC only as an example. In any case, the letter came from a USEC employee

and in no sense ripresented a promise to circumvent the federal laws regarding loan guarantees.

10. 'oA loan guarantee for USEC would bring 8,000 jobs to Ohio."

Reality: As proven in the Constellation Energy case, a federal loan or loan guarantee does not

insuraproject survival. In that case, the loan guarantee precipitated the withdrawal of the lead

partneq blcause of the strict federal terms. If a loan were granted to USEC without insuring

to*."rrial viability, it would be disastrous for local jobs, because the whole site might be kept

from redevelopm.nt. Even if the project did survive through construction, the vast majority of
jobs would be temporary manufacturing jobs in other states like Tennessee, and the great majority

lf Onio jobs would be temporary construction labor. ACP is anticipated to employ only about

four hunldred full-time workers, even if the plant operates, which is a big "if." Almost any

alternative industrial use of the site would employ more full-time workers.
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little international competition. ln the intervening ten years, Japan, Brazil and Argentina have
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rationale for ACP has disappeared'

g. ,oBarack obama PROMISED USEC a Loan Guarantee"

Reality: Obama promised no such thing. In September of 2008, Governor Ted Strickland, who

chaired the ohio obama campaign, asked candidate obama to sign a letter on Piketon issues,

addressed to Ted Strickland. Th; lerter had been drafted by Piketon resident Dan Minter, a

usEC employee. It contained one sentence endorsing the concept of loan guarantees in vague

terms, mentioning USEC only as an example. In any case, the letter came from a USEC employee

and in no sense rJpresented a promise to circumvent the federal laws regarding loan guarantees'

10. 'oA loan guarantee for USEC would bring 8,000 jobs to Ohio'"

Reatity: As proven in the constellation Energy case, a federal loan or loan guarantee does not

insure project survival. In that caseo the loan guarantee precipitated the withdrawal of the lead

partner, because of the strict federal terms. If a loan were granted to USEC without insuring

commercial viatnity, it would be disastrous for local jobs, because the whole site might be kept

from ,eden"tofrn"ni.'plr"n if the project did survive through construction, the vast majority of

jobs would be temporary manufactuiing jobs in other states like Tennessee, and the great majority

of ohio jobs would be temporary construction labor. ACP is anticipated to employ only about

four hundred full-time woik..r,-.u.n if the plant operates, which is a big "if." Almost any

alternative industriar use of the site wourd employ more full-time workers.


